[Lateralization of saccadic latency during monocular presentation of stimuli to a leading and non-leading eye].
Saccadic latencies were studied in ten healthy subjects. Peripheral targets were presented monocularly to a leading and nonleading eyes in the right and left hemifields. SS (single step) and OVERLAP (200 ms) schemes of visual stimulation were used. Under OVERLAP conditions, the saccadic latency was longer by 30-39 ms and the number of long-latency saccades was higher than under SS conditions, especially in subjects with mixed asymmetry profiles. In the majority of subjects with right asymmetry profile, the latencies of saccades during stimulation of the leading eye were by 12 ms shorter than during stimulation of the nonleading eye, and the latencies of right saccades were by 24 ms shorter than that of the left saccades independently of the stimulated eye. The obtained results explain some characteristic features of hemyspheric asymmetry in organization of saccadic movements.